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A lightweight deployable solar array wing in the 200-lOOO-W range has been developed, on the In-
flatable Torus Solar Array Technology Demonstration (TRjAT Demo) Project. The power density of a
flight unit could be as high as 93 W/kg for a 200 W-class wing, including structure and depIoyment
mechanisms. In Phase I, a proof-of-concept torus and array were constructed and deployed in the lab-
oratory. During Phase II, a revised torus and array were constructed and tested at L’Garde and the
Naval Research Laboratory. The qualification tests incIuded random vibration, deployment in a thermal
vacuum chamber, natural frequency determination, and thermal cycling. The flight design uses 2-mil-
thick crystalline silicon ceils on an atomic oxygen-protected flexible Kapton fiIm substrate folded accor-
dion style for stowage. The support structure is a rectangular frame comprised of two cylinders (which
are inflated then rigidized), the array stowage box, and its cover. The cylinders, flattened, folded and
stored for launch, +re deployed by inflating with Nz and rigidized by straining the cylinder laminate
material controllably beyond the elastic limit. The engineering protoflight array was designed for opti-
mum power density but, because of availability, some of the components came from excess production
runs. Because of this, the actual power density of the test article was 59 W/kg, or 36% lower than the
baseline flight array. However, using components as designed, the projected 93 W/kg can be achieved.
Because of a simple deployment mechanism, the cost of an ITSAT-type solar array is about one-half to
hvo-thirds that of competing systems.

Introduction

- I N today’s small satellite environment, low cost and high
performance determine project success. As such, it is es-

sential to maintain high-reliability, low-cost, and high-effi-
ciency satellite subsystems. The Inflatable Torus Solar Array
Technology (ITSAT) accomplishes this by having high-power
densities and minimal packaging volume at low cost. ITSAT
offers an additional advantage of allowing a variety of pho-
tovoltaic media to be used.

T’he ITSAT program consisted of two phases. Phase I was
a feasibility study of point designs for low Earth orbit (LEO),
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO), and Molniya orbits with
array sizes from 100 W to several thousand watts.’ A prototype
system was built and this phase was completed in October of
199 1. Phase II revised the design of Phase I, generated detailed
drawings, and retested the components, producing a protoflight
unit. This phase ended with a successful deployment at a tem-
perature of -9O’Y in the Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL)
9 meter vacuum chamber, and subsequent dynamics testing
and thermal cycling in the deployed state. Phase II was com-
pleted in January of 1994. The remaining work to be done
toward flight demonstration is to refurbish the Phase II unit,
finish the remainder of the qualification tests, and integrate
with a sponsored spacecraft for a flight test.

Solar Array Current State-of-the-Art
This project originated from the Advanced Space Technol-

ogy Program (ASTP). Its goal was to define, develop, and
demonstrate high-payoff technology applications to improve
space system operational support to various military and com-
mercial disciplines.

”
Under the ASTP effort, a number of small satellites were

designed. These satellites. typically with a mass of a few hun-
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dred kilograms or less, have stowed volumes that are less than
a cubic meter, and require electrical power levels ranging from
a few watts up to several kilowatts. Body-mounted solar cells
can meet some of the lower power requirements. For power
levels above about 100 W, deployable solar arrays are needed.
Current solar array designs for more than 100 watts may ex-
ceed mass and volume restrictions, both of which are critical.

To meet the solar array requirements of these small satel-
lites, it was clear a new and unique approach was required;
one that would involve thin flexible structures and solar arrays.

Solar Array Requirements
Spacecraft performance has always been constrained by

power availability. Designers have limited their designs to
match the power they could supply to the load. Figure 1 pre-
sents future U.S. photovoltaic space power needs. This article
concentrates on space power requirements of 0.01 - 1.0 kW,
though the ITSAT can be extrapolated to larger systems.

Demand for solar arrays of the type being developed in this
project increases with the increasing production and use of
small satellites. Both military and civilian applications are be-
ing proposed.

Military Applications

The Gulf War showed field commanders the utility of com-
munications by satellite, and the advantage of satellite navi-
gation systems for ground position determination. Both are in
demand. Small satellites for both applications may be more
cost effective than large satellites.

Civilian Applications

Communications and environmental monitoring are the prin-
cipa1 civil applications for small satellites.

The numbrs of small satellites required for environmental
monitoring are likely to be moderate. Third-World nations are
interested because they have less access to Landsat and other
similar satellite services. However, continuous coverage is not
needed as it is for communications applications, and the need
can be met with fewer spacecraft.
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Fig. 1 Space power, the needs.

Table 1 Recent small satellites

Name Mass, kg
On-orbit average

power wans

Macsat 68 8.5
Microsat 23 6.0
Gl0Il.U 68 4.3
Ises 82 9-15
StaCksZl~ 68 7-12
Step-0 160 experiments

90 spacecraft
Step- 1 52 exberiments

43 sDacecraft

Recent Small Satellites

Some examples of recent small satellites are given in Table
1. If approved by the Federal Communications Commission
and launched on schedule, these satellites will all be in use by
1997.

A small satellite requiring up to 100 W can use body-
mounted photovoltaic (PV) cells. From 100 to about 350 W,
deployed but nonarticulating panels or wings can be used.
Above about 350 W, articulated panels are preferred. The con-
trolling factors in the choice are the mass and the stowed vol-
ume.

When using the Delta II or larger launch vehicles and
launching a number of satellites (frequently piggy-backing
small spacecraft on the launch of a larger one), weight was
not actually a major consideration for the small satellite. With
small, less costly launch vehicles, such as the Scout or Pega-
sus, weight and volume become much more important. ITSAT
provides the satellite designer with an option that will allow
higher power for a given satellite need, or a lighter system
with a smaller packaging volume for a given power need.

Status of Pbotovoltaic “@pes
For the ITSAT Phase I prototype, several state-of-the art

solar cells were considered: 1) thin crystalline silicon (Cryst-

Si), 2) gallium arsenide on germanium (GaAs/Ge), 3) cleft
gallium arsenide (cleft GaAs), 4) copper indium diselenide
(CIS), and 5) amorphous silicon (ASi).

Each type of cell has distinct advantages and disadvantages.
For example, fabrication processes for thin crystalline silicon

and GaAs/Ge cells are considered more mature technologies.
As such. the behaviors of these cells are well documented and
predictable: their manufacture is relatively routine, they have
been through thorough radiation and other qualification testing,
and they have been flown in space. Crystalline silicon, usually
0.2-0.3 mm thick, can now be etched to 0.05 mm to save
weight. The overall thickness of GaAs, also 0.2 mm, has been
reduced to 0.09 mm for the same reason. However. the cells
themselves are brittle. An array of them is flexible only in the
sense that they can be attached to a flexible substrate that can
be accordion-folded in such a way that the cells themselves
are not creased.

Although amorphous silicon and CIS cells have the potential
of being individually flexible (by deposition of the photovol-
taic material directly on foils), their disadvantage is that the
technology is less developed, and inherently less efficient, re-
quiring larger sizes.

ITSAT Design and Development
Phse I Effort

The prototype configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The flexible
array was folded into three panels along the axis of the array,
then subsequently rolled up along the same axis. This foldable
design had the advantage of allowing the array to be packaged
into a canister approximately one-third the width of the array.
However, during testing some anomalies were uncovered.

First, this concept required a four-sided torus with comer
joints. The stress in the comer joints exceeded that of the ma-
terial, and necessitated additional stiffening layers of the lam-
inate. While the now stronger torus was able to handle the
pressure, the material thickness had grown to the point of be-
ing inflexible: it was difficult to package into the canister vol-
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ume, negating one of the primary advantages of inflatables,
their ability to be packaged into small conformal volumes.

The second problem was that of unfolding the torus in a
repeatable, reliable manner. Too many degrees of freedom for
the unfolding torus lead to a possible overstress situation for
the solar blanket.

The three most important lessons learned from Phase I were
as follows:

I) The material thickness must be kept to a minimum to
enhance packagability (not to mention weight limitations).

2) A sharp 90-deg comer joint is undesirable because of the
stress concentration.

3) The simpler the torus, the more reliable it is.

Phase II Effort

Parallel to the Phase I design effort, other cell technologies
were carefully investigated. While there exist several advanced
cell technologies with higher efficiencies, none is so well de-
veloped or as inexpensive as crystalline silicon. The latter has
been used on almost every solar panel satellite since the be-
ginning of the space program and possesses a very large
knowledge base to draw from.

Fig. 2 Pmtotype unit.

Flexible Blanket Technology
The technology on the Advanced Photovoltaic Solar Array

Program (APSA) gave us an alternative to the amorphous sil-
icon arrays.* Standard silicon cells are bonded to a blanket of
0.05mm Kapton and interconnected in the usual manner. A
flat flexible wiring harness, very similar to that used on com-
puter printers and plotters, is used to route the power from the
cell strings to the satellite bus. To allow a large panel to fit
into a small volume requires the blanket be folded accordion
style, perpendicular to the deployment direction. And while
the compound fold used in Phase I allows packaging into a
narrower canister, it was abandoned in this design in favor of
the simpler unidirectional fold. As with other test panels, a full
population was deemed unnecessary; only a 10% population
was used.

.This return to a tried and true crystalline silicon cell tech-
nology solved the problem of a continuously degrading cell
such as amorphous silicon; the problem then became one of
incorporating a semiflexible blanket into a configuration orig-
inally designed for completely flexible arrays.

Overall Design

The new design is shown pictorially in Fig. 3. The comer
joints are not used in this design by simply letting the canister
and its lid perform as two of the sides of the torus. In fact, the
word torus as it was originally defined in the first phase, may
now be more aptly described as two parallel booms. The blan-
ket is attached to the booms in several pIaces along its length.
by cables going from the hinge pins of the blanket to straps
that wrap around the booms. Note that the orientation of the
fold lines in the tubes are perpendicular to the fold lines in the
blanket. This method limits out-of-plane motion of the inflat-
ing boom.

Dry nitrogen inflatant fills the booms to a pressure that forms
their original cylindrical shape. After inflation, it does not mat-
ter if the inflatant leaks out or not since the extremely thin,
but strong. monocoque cylinder is in place. This permanent
rigidization eliminates the need for makeup gas. Although the
design pressure is 117 kPa, tests on the full length tubes in-
dicate that the inflation pressure can be as low as 76 kPa and
still produce a tube capable of taking the expected flight loads.

I. S&AR ARRAY IN PACKAGED CANISTER.

\
2. CANISTER LID RELEASES. TUBES ARE INFLATED,

PULLING THE ARRAY OUT OF THE CANISTER. NOTE
THAT THE CANISTER LID FORMS ONE END
OF THE STRUCTURE.

3. TUBES INFLATE0 TO THE RIGIDIZING P
ARRAY FULLY EXTENDED.

INDIVIDUAL CELLS

4 INCH DIAMETER
STRUCTURAL TUEE

Fig. 3 ITSAT Phase II design.
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Table 1 Blanket population summary

TYQe Quantity Thickness, mm Description

Cells 31 0.05
Cells 186 0.20
Simulator 1550 0.15
Simulator 421 0.15
Simulator 44 0.20

0.05 mm cells with 0.07~mm covers
0.20 mm cells with 0.07~mm covers

Aluminum simulators. black anodized
Glass

Two 0.07-mm layers of glass bonded w/TX93500
(simulating a working solar cell assembly)

Fig. 6 Qualification test unit.

lo-cm-diam tube struts. and previously flown ordnance initi-
ators), a 10% population of O.Z!-mm cells and a single string
of 0.05-mm cells, with the balance of the cells made up of
glass on glass and aluminum cell simulators. The specific
power is 59 W/kg at the beginning-of-life (BOL) at an array
output of 274 BOL W.

By further optimizing the tubes, enclosure, inflation system,
other components, and AR, it is easily possible to increase the
specific power to 93 W/kg, still using crystalline silicon solar
cells. Specific powers above this level can be realized if non-
traditional inflation system components such as sodium-azide
are used. Additionally, advanced technology solar cells like
cleft GaAs will increase the specific power further by reducing
the required cell area. Another advantage of the ITSAT design
is its adaptability to a variety of cell types.

The ITSAT surpasses even the Bi-system at power levels
above 600 W.

Porentiai Cost Savings

The ITSAT design has significant cost savings over similar
systems. The cost savings for an ITSAT design in the power
range of 200-1000 W is 34-48%lW, respectively, over sim-
ilarly sized designs. Additionally, the ITSAT design can be
stowed in a much smaller volume for launch. A large portion
of the stowed volume of a satellite or experiment is solar
power subsystems. Using the ITSAT design allows for smaller
less costly launch vehicles to be used. (This can be an order
of magnitude or more saving alone.) The flexibility and sim-
plicity provided by the ITSAT design allows other latent costs
such as system engineering, integration functions, and field
support to also be reduced as well.

Qualiiication Testing

After assembling the ITSAT protoflight unit for qualification
testing, it was subjected to the following environmental/func-
tional tests: I) random vibration in all three axes; 2) testing at
NRL; and 3) electrical I-V testing of the solar blanket, before
and after deployment. These are described in detail in this
section.

Random Wbrarion

The packaged ITSAT qualification unit was subjected to ran-
dom vibration testing to qualification levels in all three axes
(8.8 g rms, 20-2000 Hz). The tests indicated no visual damage
to the structure and no degradation in the cell/RTD continuity
per the electrical functional test procedure.

Thermal Vacuum Deployment .
This and the next two sections describe a set of tests per-

formed on the ITSAT qualification test article at the NRL dur-
ing October of 1993.

The deployment test was performed in simulated eclipse
conditions (vacuum with shrouds at -90°C). The ITSAT was
deployed on a slight slant using a test support frame. The slant
was present to eliminate the effects of sliding friction. We de-
ployed horizontally in the l-g environment. All equipment and
sensors worked perfectly.

The tube pressures during the first 200 s of deployment are
shown in Fig. 8. Also shown is the pressure profile from our
flow model for comparison. At time = 0 the lid was released:
note that there is no pressure increase until the primary infla-
tion circuit was opened at time = 5 s. Here we see an almost
constant tube pressure as the tube is extending. At about time
= 13 s, the tubes are fully extended, and the pressure rises
slightly because of the constant volume situation. At time =
30 s, the secondary circuit opens, allowing a faster flow of gas
into the tubes. The tubes reached their maximum pressures of
123 and 124 kPa at around 90 s afier initiation.

There was no damage to the solar array from deployment.
All of the 217 working solar cells were intact. A subsequent
section gives the results of the electrical I-V tests conducted
before and after the NRL test. Of the 465 glass simulator cells,
five minor cracks were noted after the test. There is no clear
way to tell if these cracks occurred during array packaging,
vibration testing, shipment, or deployment. The fact that cracks
occurred only in the simulated cells and not in the actual solar
cells may be because of their higher fragility.

Dynamics Testing

After backfilling the chamber, the array was hung vertically
(Fig. 9), and an exciter motor was set in position to oscillate
the array about the z axis. The chamber was pumped down.
and the temperature of the test article was allowed to reach
the equilibrium temperature of the chamber, 52°C.

The data are given in Fig. 10 and show a natural frequency
of 1.04 Hz. The amplitude of osciIIation vs the cycle number
was plotted and a curve fit made. It consisted of two expo-
nential terms:

A  = 0.S73e-“.4’9x + 0.519e-“.“ti (1)

Where x is the cycle number and A is the amplitude. A de-
scription of the two terms is given in Table 3.
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Structural Design

The booms running along each side of the array became a
development effort in itself. The laminate is aluminum foil
sandwiched between two layers of thin plastic. The plastic film
is necessary to hold the pressure when inflating by increasing
the tear resistance; otherwise the soft foldable aluminum would
tear very easily, allowing large leak paths.

The full length tube is shown in Fig. 4. All of the adhesives
used have previous space qualification. The tubes are coated
with a proprietary atomic oxygen (AO) resistant layer that is
also sufficiently conductive to prevent static discharge.

Inflation System Design

The inflation system is shown in Fig. 5. A custom-made tank
was required to fit in the low-profile canister. Upon command
from the controller unit, a pyrotechnic puncture cutter pierces
an aluminum diaphragm to let the gas flow from the tank.
There it flows through a primary restrictor that allows only a
very slow flow rate. This restriction is necessary to assure that
the blanket deploys slowly and safely. The last component of
the inflation valve assembly is a vent valve, which allows any
trapped air in the packaged booms to vent during ascent in the
launch vehicle; thereby avoiding premature inflation. Prior to
releasing the gas, the vent is open to ambient. Upon release
the vent closes because of the pressure of the gas.

If the inflation system used the primary circuit only, inflation
would take much longer than necessary. To avoid the tubes
remaining in the unrigidized state for a long period, a second-

Fig. 4 Flight tube shown during natural frequency and bending
tests.

ary circuit is used. Like the primary, it has a puncture cutter
to start the flow through a parallel path. However, its restrictor
is sized to allow a much faster flow rate, which is safe now
that the tubes are extended. After the restrictor. the gas flows
through the vent valve, which has already been opened during
the primary inflation sequence.

Enclosure Design

A composite housing and lid was used to minimize weight
and maximize stiffness. The housing consists of 3.2- and 12.7-
mm-thick Nomex honeycomb with 0.12-mm-thick graphite-
epoxy face sheets bonded to both sides. Reinforcements are
used on all comer joints. The lid is constructed similarly, with
a small flange overhanging all four edges. The latch mecha-
nism for the lid consists of a pyrotechnic cable cutter, cutting
a small cable that holds down the lid. Ejector springs are un-
necessary for the lid since the packaged pressure of the booms
and solar blanket causes initial separation.

The qualification test unit is shown in Fig. 6. The inflation
system is mounted on the back of the housing. The lTSAT
assembly mounts to the host spacecraft with four bolts at the
center of the housing.

Array Blanket

The lightweight blanket uses 0.05-mm Kapton as the sub-
strate. The blanket is populated by a number of devices, as
listed in Table 2. The cell-interconnect-cover (CIC) assemblies
are interconnected to each other, with 31 cells per string. The
interconnects are soldered cell-to-cell and allow for differential
thermal expansion. The cell strings are bonded to the blanket
with CVl-1142 adhesive, made by McGhan Nusil.

In addition, resistance-temperature devices (RTDs) are
mounted on the back of the working cells to monitor cell tem-
perature. Cell temperature was measured and kept constant at
28OC during electrical current-voltage (I-V) testing. It will
also be required for on-orbit performance measurements. By-
pass diodes are incorporated to allow for damaged cells and
partial shading.

Thermal cycling of the blanket was a concern. To test the
strength of the cell-to-substrate bond and the coverglass bond-
ing, a sample of the solar blanket was sent to NASA Lewis
Research Center for rapid thermal cycling. No physical dam-
age or degradation occurred during the test.3 This coupon was
cycled from - 100 to +80°C for a total of 2OUO cycles.

Current Petj%ormance

In summary, the performance of the ITSAT design is shown
in Fig. 7. Our current engineeting protoflight unit uses proven
inflation components (i.e., cold gas inflation, previously tested

PRIMARY

PRIMARY QIAPHRAM

ECONOARY RESTRICTOR
HIGHER FLOW RATE]

OARY OIAPHRAM

LFLEXIi3LE TU8tNG

Fig. 5 Inflation system schematic.
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Fig. 8 mbe pressure vs time.

Them1 Cycling

For a 56-h period, the deployed ITSAT was thermal cycled
nominally from -85 to +7O’C in vacuum conditions. During
the cold spikes (zero soak time), the front of the tube was
exposed to the shroud temperature [ -8OOC) while the rear was
exposed to cold plates (- 18O’C). The difference between the
front and rear of the tube varied by only 9’C even though they
were exposed to a temperature difference of 1OOY. The ra-
diative heat transfer between the front and back sides of the
bbe is large enough to overcome the large difference in ex-
posure temperatures.

I-V Tests Before and After Deployment

Electrical I-V tests were conducted before and after de-
ployment of the blanket at NRL. Each string was tested three
times before deployment and three times after deployment.
The temperature of the strings were 28 2 2“C for all tests. No
difference could be found in the before and after I-V curves.
The strings did not noticeably degrade in performance because
of vacuum deployment.

Qualijcan’on Tesr Sununary

The qualification testing was successful. The following con-
clusions were made:.

Fig. 9 Dynamics test setup (ITSAT hung vertically from top of
NRL chamber).

1~ Random vibration had no effect on the electrical or me-
chanical properties of the array.

2.1 The ITSAT can deploy successfully in a vacuum and in
a simulated eclipse situation.

3) The ITSAT has a natural frequency of 1.04 Hz.
4) The ITSAT was thermal cycled through five complete

thermal cycles with extremes of -85 to 70°C, with no physical
damage noted.



Table 3 Two exponential terms

0.573ew0.4mX 0.5 19e-“.“ti

35% of amplitude reduced each cycle 11% of amplitude reduced each cycle
57% of energy reduced each cycle 21% of energy reduced each cycle
Probably because. of tubes Probably because of housing

1.2
I

z 0.8
; 0.6
0 0.4
$ 0.2
m 0
P -0.2
0 -0.4
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Fig. 10 Oscillation of ITSAT (dynamics test).

5) The electrical performance of the strings did not change
because of vacuum deployment.

Flight Test
The plan has been to test a flight-qualified array system in

space for a minimum of one year, and to continue the test past
the one-year period up to three years. A ride is being sought
on a free-flying spacecraft.

The deployment in space will be observed with a small
video camera mounted on the host spacecraft. Periodic I-V
data will be gathered, evaluated, and compared to solar array
output and WxnperaNre from the host spacecraft.

Summary and Conclusions
The ITSAT system advances the state-of-the-art by provid-

ing power densities greater than many current technologies by

using traditional inflation methods. Figure 7 is a comptison
of many recent solar array systems in comparison to the ITSAT
technologies.

In conclusion, the ITSAT system has shown its feasibility
during the Phase I effort and has been ground-test demon-
strated during Phase II. It aIso represents a substantial cost
savings for the satellite designer the cost per watt is about
one-half that of competing systems.
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